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Abstract: In this paper we have discussed about recurrent vector field V h with
respect to complex conformal connection Γh

ji . Also we have obtained results about
a vector field recurrent with respect to special semi-symmetric metric F-connection.
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1. Introduction

Various connections like conformal complex connections, special semi-symmetric
metric F-connections, besides the well known Christoffel symbols are introduced
and studies by several mathematicians. We have mentioned the basic result and
the covariant derivatives of a vector field with respect to them are shown to be
connected. We have discussed the most general analytic k-torse forming vectors
existing in Kaehlerian spaces. We have devoted to the study of parallel and recur-
rent vector fields in Kaehlerian space.

In real 2n-dimensional Kaehlerian space with F h
i as structure tensor and gji as

Hermitian metric, several connection parameters other than the Christoffel symbols

are known. Since structure tensor is covariant with respect of

{
h
ij

}
, all these

connections Γh
ji with respect to whom the covariant derivatives of structure tensor

vanishes identically are called F-connection.
A connection parameter having Γh

ji as its components given by

Γh
ji =

{
h
ij

}
+ δhj pi + δhi pj − gjiph + F h

j qi − Fjiq
h

where pi = ∂ip, p
h = gthpt, qi = −ptF t

i , q
h = −qtgth and P is some scalar point

function, has been called complex conformal connection.
2. Recurrent Field
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A vector field V h satisfying

∇jV
h = λjV

h

will be called recurrent vector field in a Kaehelrian space where λj are the compo-
nents of a non null vector. This idea of recurrency shall be extended with respect
to the connections mentioned in this paper.

Thus for the vector field V h to be recurrent with respect to complex conformal
connection Γh

ji be must have
(2.1) DjV

h = µjV
h where µj 6= 0

On substituting from (2.1) in the equation

DjV
h = D

1

jV
h + pjV

h we find,

D
1

jV
h = (µj − pj)V h and so if

µj 6= pj
we find that
D

1

jV
h = tjV

h

where tj 6= 0

and consequently vector field becomes a recurrent vector field respect to Γ
1h

ji also
and thus we have
Theorem 2.1

A vector field recurrent with respect to conformal complex connections or re-

current with respect to special semi symmetric metric F-connection Γ
1h

ji also.
Similarly on putting from (2.1) in equation

DjV
h = D

2

jV
h + pjV

h + qjṼ
h

we find
D

2

jV
h = (µj − pj)V h − qjṼ h

and so this vector field is recurrent with respect to Γ
2 h

ji also provided there exist a
vector field Sj such that

(µj − pj)V h − qjṼ h = SjV
h

which after multiplication by Vh and using

VhV
h = |V |2, VhṼ h = 0

gives
(µj − pj − Sj)|V |2 = 0
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or (2.2) Sj = µj − pj thus we conclude that
Theorem 2.2

If a vector field recurrent with to respect complex conformal connection is again

recurrent with respect to semi-symmetric metric F- connection Γ
2 h

ji also then the
vectors of recurrence are related by (2.2).

On the other hand from the given equation

D
1

jV
h = D

2

jV
h + qjṼ

h

we find if D
2h
j = ajV

h

Then D
2h
j = ajV

h − qjṼ h

and so for V h to be recurrent with respect to Γ
2 h

ji also we must have that there
exist some vector field bj such that

ajV
h − qjṼ h = bjV

h

The above equation on contraction with Vh gives

aj = bj

and thus the vectors of recurrence coincide and hence we conclude in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.3

A vector field recurrent with respect to special semi symmetric metric F-connection
of both kinds as the same recurrence if and only if qjṼ

h = 0.
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